Towards a Higher Goal

Mission
To provide our clients with personalized tax solutions
that safeguard against risks and optimize the effectiveness of their business practices

FIDESBURó is a market-leading legal and
tax consulting firm allied with Kreston
International, thus ensuring our clients
of internationally recognized quality of
service.
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FIDES is the Latin word for trust, earned
through professional and ethical endto-end services whose hallmark is the
confidentiality of information.

Services
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Consultancy

Support for decision-making

Under conditions of continuous regulatory change,
businesses are exposed to the effects of nonconformance, which can disrupt normal and efficient
operation and result in sanctions that harm your corporate reputation.
FIDESBURó provides both ongoing and occasional
Legal and Tax Consulting services with an integrated approach that translates into support by a
team experienced in risk prevention and always
up to the minute on corporate legislation issues
and good business practices.
With our support, clients get answers to their legal
and tax problems, leading to effective solutions for
controlling, minimizing, or eliminating business risks
and being in the best position to make decisions.
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Review

Foresight and prevention control risks

It is important to periodically validate business practices to make sure they are optimal and not putting you at risk of losing earnings from a lack of awareness.
FIDESBURó provides a Tax Review service
aimed at giving you an assessment of your
tax status and compliance with formal taxpayer requirements. We will verify your business
practices and recommend how to improve
them or bring them into conformity with the
law to avoid future vulnerability. I
dentifying the source of risks enables you
to take preventive and corrective measures
to enhance your ability to face any audit
process your company may undergo due to
strict controls exercised by tax authorities
or other regulatory agencies.

Representation

Effective protection of your rights

We understand the need for diligent and
effective legal assistance in facing the difficulties that arise in any enterprise. Businesses may be harmed or helped depending
on how entrusted representation is handled,
whether for required authorizations, tax refunds, or effective advocacy in inspection and control processes by government
entities.
FIDESBURó provides a Legal and Tax Representation service staffed by first-rate professionals with extensive experience in legal
management and representation who are
committed to delivering their best efforts,
applying their skills within a framework of
professional ethics, and achieving the optimal
results for clients.
Our support will enable you to devote your
full attention and efforts to your business
activities while entrusting the defense of your
rights and interests to our experts, whether in
administrative or judicial proceedings.
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Transfer Pricing

Assessing practices to avoid tax adjustments

Transactions with related parties and companies based in places with lower or no taxes
are subject to special regulations aimed at
making sure such transactions comply with
the arm’s length principle or, otherwise, that
adjustments are made to income tax calculations.
FIDESBURó provides a Transfer Pricing service that includes comprehensive report
analysis and preparation, assistance in preparing annexes for transactions with local
and foreign related parties, and advice for
effective implementation of the arm’s length
principle, thus avoiding penalties and adjustments set forth in tax law for such local and
foreign transactions.
We are part of an international network of
offices specialized in transfer pricing and
application of agreements to prevent double or international taxation. This alliance
enhances our ability to provide assistance and
advice for the proper local application of tax
law in international transactions.

Planning

Optimizing the tax burden within legal parameters

Any new venture requires a preliminary analysis of
its advantages and obstacles in sufficient detail
to reliably project expected results. The same
applies to the development, expansion, or diversification of existing enterprises, where it is advisable to consider whether the benefits obtained
might be outweighed by the risks entailed.
FIDESBURó provides a Tax Planning service that
enables you to structure a business strategy that
is beneficial to shareholders and aimed at capitalizing on advantages or benefits under tax law,
while ensuring compliance with conditions and
requirements.
We identify tax opportunities and benefits to ensure the optimum tax outcome for your business
within the legal framework.
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Outsourcing

Complex issues handled by specialists

Bookkeeping based on accounting rules
prescribed by the public regulatory authority serves as a tool for business decision-making
and keeps you from falling into risky situations.
FIDESBURó provides an Accounting and Tax
Outsourcing service that offers you proper
handling of accounting, validated information for timely tax-return filing, and management support through responsive, verifiable
information on operating results.
Keeping accounting records in accordance
with mandatory rules and regulations enables
you to a) rely on the information needed
for decision-making; b) significantly reduce
exposure to business risks; c) project results and facilitate business planning; and d)
strengthen corporate identity in the eyes of
creditors and regulatory authorities.

Training

Ongoing staff development

Instilling in the workforce a strong interest
in staying current with corporate legislation
and leaving only highly technical matters
to service providers is an integral part of
the organizational culture of companies that
succeed in solving the day-to-day problems of
their business.
FIDESBURó provides Legal and Tax Training
services aimed at keeping company executives
up to date on tax, labor, corporate, and
obligational issues. We use an analysis and
case-study approach with practical applications
and emphasis on sharing lessons learned in
consulting and representation processes.
We help you by refreshing the knowledge base
of your workforce to assure a proper grasp of
legal and tax regulations, thereby controlling
risks resulting from mistaken, untimely or
incomplete implementation, especially when
rule changes or reforms occur.
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Family Office

Planning for a smooth business succession

Achieving lasting success in business must be
complemented by a legal and tax formula that
ensures a smooth succession of corporate assets and control over business operations in behalf of your family.
FIDESBURó provides a Family Office service
committed to assisting you in planning for the
future using the most reliable legal tools to control the tax impact on your business and your family when carrying out the instructions you leave.
We are members of an international network
of experts bringing together vast expertise in
developing alternatives and strategies to protect your assets and investments over time, taking into account your priorities and those of your
family.
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Partners
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“Timely professional advice enables
capitalizing on advantages and
preventing future contingencies”

Pablo Guevara Rodríguez

Mario Orellana Beltrán

Lawyer with over 20 years’ experience as a
legal and tax consultant

Lawyer with over 10 years’ experience in tax
litigation practice

Master in Taxation, ESPAE Graduate School
of Management

Master in Taxation, ESPAE Graduate School of
Management

Founding President of the Ecuadorian
Institute of Tax Law, Guayaquil Chapter

Former Legal Representative for the SRI
South Coast Regional Office and Former SRI
South Coast Regional Director

Consulting Partner
pguevara@fides.ec

Master’s program instructor and university
professor in tax and labor studies at the
UEES and ESPOL universities in Guayaquil
His
experience
includes
preventive
consulting and review of practices to
identify and correct legal and tax risks and
contingencies.
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“Defense of interests and rights should only be entrusted
to a team of specialists”

Representation Partner
morellana@fides.ec

Member of the Ecuadorian Institute of Tax
Law, Guayaquil Chapter
His experience includes representation
and defense in administrative and judicial
proceedings.

“The challenge of good tax
practice is to optimize the tax
burden”

Alfredo Bustos Rodríguez

FIDESBURó

Certified Public Accountant with over
14 years’ experience in accounting and
tax consulting practice

FIDESBURó is a legal and tax consulting
leader staffed by a multidisciplinary team
of experts trained in risk prevention, with
extensive professional experience, strong
academic backgrounds, and a commitment
to providing timely, proactive support.

Service Partner
abustos@fides.ec

Master in Taxation, ESPAE Graduate
School of Management
Master in Business Administration, ESPAE
Graduate School of Management
Member of the Ecuadorian Institute of Tax
Law, Guayaquil Chapter
His experience includes tax consulting
services for national and multinational
companies
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“Good
business
practices
eliminate risks vis-à-vis regulatory
agencies”

Tax Solutions
contacto@fides.ec

Guayaquil
Parque Empresarial Colón
Edif. Empresarial 2, Fl 3, ofc. 304
Av. Rodrigo Chávez y Av. J. Tanca Marengo
Phone: (593-4) 213-6200
Quito
Edif. Fortune Plaza
Fl 8, ofc. 806
Av. Eloy Alfaro N29-235 y calle Alemania
Phone: (593-2) 382-5192
www.fides.ec
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